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3 INTRODUCTION
Introduction
Migration shapes the life experience of many people around the globe.
It has informed the archives of social history and promoted significant
social shifts in different cultural contexts. In more recent times it has
been associated with globalisation that builds on the flow of capital
across a ‘world without borders’ and suggests unlimited possibilities for
those who are privileged to take advantage of it. In reality, the large
scale movements of people across different jurisdictions, nation states,
geographies and cultures has been caused by rather existential
pressures such as wars and violent conflicts, politically, ethnically
and/or religiously motivated persecution, natural catastrophes and
climate change, the precariousness of labour (relations) and the
‘fluidity’ of production following the highest profit margins. When it is
not for sheer survival, ‘geographic mobility’ is fuelled by hopes for a
more sustainable, better future. The experience of displacement and
diaspora are closely tied up with questions of identity and community,
values, citizenship and borders.
The material brought together in State engages with the experience of
migration from a multiplicity of perspectives including Ireland with its
remarkable history of colonisation and political conflict alongside
instrumentalised religious fold lines, and with contemporary economic
realities across its southern and northern national constituents that are
closely tied up in the dynamics of globalisation. In the Republic of
Ireland it has been the ‘Celtic Tiger’ that shaped the country’s image
since the onset of an unprecedented economic boom in 1995. Until its
sudden halt in 2007 it not only drew back many economic emigrants
from across the Atlantic in particular but created a hunger for [cheap]
labour and lured in many in search of a better way of life. In Northern
Ireland, the pacification of the country in the wake of the Good Friday
agreement in 1998 and a relative economic stability, built on massive
subsistence from the UK government, offered the prospective of better
earnings underpinned by currency differentials for people particularly
from the social and economic transition areas of Eastern Europe. 
Developments in both nations were markedly influenced by the
expansion of the European Union during the early new Millennium. The
influx of significant numbers of economic migrants into territories that
previously saw far more people leaving created huge challenges to
national and collective self perceptions, legal, social security and
education systems, cultural values and communal ‘equilibria’. Likewise,
the fragile economies of both parts have been heavily affected by the
onset of a prolonged recession in 2007, which in many ways crystallized
issues around migrant cultures, self and otherness that also bear
considerable relevance for other countries across the globe.  
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The authors of this publication, Susanne Bosch and Anthony Haughey,
are two artists, who share a common interest in migrant and migratory
cultures that has been shaped by their own experiences of
displacement and Otherness. They met in 2006 as co-researchers in
Interface: Centre for Research in Art, Technologies and Design at the
University of Ulster in Belfast. Over the following three years, their
shared concerns and complementary creative practices led to several
collaborative art and media projects, public art and curatorial
interventions, film screenings, artist talks and communal and open
discussions. 
State documents a series of interrelated projects in which the authors
explore the phenomena of migration in an attempt to seismographically
trace and map out their respective specific contested spaces. Their
creative investigations are based on the premise of a principal
situatedness of art in place and community and its connectedness
through dialogic exchange and objects of identification to the
trans/formation of values. A range of strategies that span from direct
engagement with migrants, observation and (self)reflection to
provocative public interferences has been employed with the aim to
heighten a critical awareness for the ethical implications, social and
political impact and cultural issues connected. Centre stage take the
‘regimes of representation’ and the language and power of media in
‘muffling’, manipulating or amplifying the voice of the migrant, the
experience of Other/ness with all it reverberations for an individual,
collective and national ‘Self’.
Kerstin Mey, August 2010
Kerstin Mey studied for an MA Art, and German language and literature in Berlin, Germany, obtained a PhD
in art theory/aesthetics and gained a PGDip in European Cultural Policy and Administration. After positions
in universities in Germany and the UK, she currently heads up the Department for Research and Enterprise
at the University for the Creative Arts, UK, and holds a Professorship in Fine Art there.
In conversation: 
Susanne Bosch and Anthony Haughey,
Belfast and Dublin, July 2010
Anthony: Why did you become interested in migration as a major
subject for your art practice?
Susanne: I became interested in migration because I had been looking
at ‘visions and visionary thinking’ in my previous works [1].
On a residency in Istanbul in 2003 [2], I came across Turkish and Kurdish
migrant workers’ biographies from people who had returned home
following periods working abroad. Each biography was driven by the idea
and vision of a better life by temporarily or permanently leaving their
home country and culture to move to a more prosperous place. Many had
moved to my home country Germany [3]. What fascinated me was their
strong belief that made people step out of the known and the familiar.
The undefined space of the new and unknown is a very creative situation
that migrants put themselves into. These Turkish and Kurdish migrant
narratives connected freedom, private happiness and adventure with the
promise of economic wealth [4]. Many migrants received an unexpected
political education whilst being exploited working in factories all over
Europe. They became engaged with Unions and socially engaged activists
during the late 60s and early 70s.
Following my experience in Istanbul, I interviewed and engaged with
the Turkish and Kurdish population in Berlin to listen to their migrant
narratives [5].
In Istanbul, I had also collected ‘failed’ migrant biographies. Through a
Human Rights NGO, Türkiye I· nsan Hakları Derneg˘i [6], I made contact
with a number of Kurdish individuals who were desperate to share their
stories of rejected asylum claims. They were stuck in Istanbul, I was also
listening to stories from Turkish-Germans who had been rejected with
expired visas and passports. The NGO dealt with the consequences of
rejected migrants problems, for example, stress disorders (partly due to
non existing welfare structures), abuse during enforced military service,
and the consequences of imprisonment and torture by the police.
I also listened to difficult biographies in Germany from families who were
in conflict due to cultural and gender clashes where violence erupted
between traditional and assimilated generations.  Many regretted having
emigrated; mistakenly thinking money would guarantee happiness in life.
My interest was fueled by individual biographies. The harder a personal
biography was affected by (impersonal) political decisions on European
migration policies, the more I felt compelled to make work about this.
Walter Benjamin says that a democracy only exists for the full citizens, but
not for the illegal migrants or other realities within a democracy. Migrants
often cannot turn to the structures of a civic society like law, health or
education. They do not exist within the official state. I tried to focus my
attention on their existence in the present, and how they are treated like
shadows. If a migrants history does not exist, the testimonies of
individuals become the memory  and history of the past of a mobile
civilization.
1. See the public artwork, ‘Left-
Over-Penny Campaign 1998-2002’. 
Further information available from
www.restpfennig.com [accessed
3rd July 2010]
2. From 1988, the city of Berlin
has offered an artist residency in
its twinned city, Istanbul.
Further information available from
www.berlinistanbul2009.org
[accessed 3rd July 2010]
3. Since the mid-1950s, Germany
has become one of the most
important destination countries
for migrants, similar to other
industrialized countries such as
the United States, France, and the
United Kingdom. Guest workers
were encouraged to migrate to
Germany to temporarily increase
the industrial workforce but
significant numbers decided to
stay. A detailed account of the
history of Guest Workers in
Germany during the 1950s is
available from
www.migrationinformation.org/Pr
ofiles/display.cfm?ID=235
[accessed 3rd July 2010]
4. Turkey has a vivid history in the
last century of a pro-Western,
secular, (or non-religious) form of
democratic government
established by modern Turkey’s
founder, Kemal Ataturk and the
Turkish military. Mass migration
from Turkey has always been
driven by economic or political
reasons, at times both. 
Further information available from
www.historyguy.com/
coups_in_turkey.html 
[accessed 3rd July 2010]
5. ‘Hic bir yere gidememek/
Nirgendwo Ankommen / 
To arrive nowhere’, (2004).
Further information available from
www.susannebosch.de 
[accessed 3rd July 2010]
6. Türkiye İnsan Hakları Derneg˘i
is a human rights organisation
founded in 1986.
Further information available from
www.ihd.org.tr/english/ 
[accessed 3rd July 2010]
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The truth about our democracies and civil societies cannot be judged by
our richness of ideas and philosophies on democracy, but in the hard
facts of a lived reality. In this sense, looking at migrant biographies
touches my sense of responsibility, citizenship, my idea of equality, but
also my prejudices. I do belief that an art piece can have an effect on
how we as individuals act out in society our values and ethics.
In 2004 I did a training programme in constructive conflict
transformation [7]. During this period war refugees and displaced
persons came to my attention. Having lived in Berlin for more than ten
years, I started to understand the composition and context of my daily
environment. Turkish, Arabic and South European work migrants,
political asylum seekers from Kurdistan and the former Republic of
Yugoslavia were as much part of my daily life and my neighbourhood;
just as much as my colleagues who are a fluid group of cultural
practitioners that move freely on this planet [8].
Anthony, a central aspect of your art practice involves the topic of
migration, asylum and displacement. When did you begin working in
this area?
Anthony: My family moved from Northern Ireland to England in the
60s when increasing political tension was making life very difficult.
I grew up in Liverpool. In 1989 I was an art student in UCA,
Farnham, when I travelled to Ireland to research a project on
migration. This was the period before the economic boom when
young people left school and university expecting to migrate to
Boston, New York, London and other parts of the world in search of
work. I became interested in the social and political conditions that
forced young adults to migrate. I lived in Dublin during my final
year of art school between 1990-91 and produced a photographic
series titled, ‘Home’ [9].  
Migration is an integral part of my family history. As a child I lived in
a house with lots of flats where migrant workers lived. At the front
entrance to the house was a hall table where the mail would gather.
This was the 1970s before the internet, email and mobile phones.
Letters and postcards with unfamiliar stamps and postmarks
indicating foreign locations would pile up on the table waiting for the
owners to return ‘home’ to retrieve the mail.
I ended up living in Dublin from about 1991. It was a very
interesting time to be in Ireland and subsequently observe huge
societal changes over almost a twenty-year period now. Ireland is
historically recognized as a country of outward migration. This has
been a significant focus for my work. For example, in 1994 I was
commissioned by a governmental department in Dublin to produce
an art work in response to the demise and abandonment of the
Great Blasket Island, a remote location in the Atlantic Ocean, the
most westerly land mass in Europe. This resulted in a photographic
7. The Forum Civil Peace Service
was established in 1996 with a
mission to push for the
“realisation of a Civilian Peace
Service”. Further information
available from
www.forumzfd.de/en 
[accessed 3rd July 2010]
8. Bourriaud, N. (2009)
‘Altermodern’, London: Tate
Britain, p. 13, and Bauman, Z.
(1998) ‘Globalization: The Human
Consequences’, New York:
Columbia University Press, p. 92
9. From the series, ‘Home’, 1992.
10. Great Blasket Island,
Abandoned 1953, from the series
The Edge of Europe, 1996
series – ‘The Edge of Europe’ [10]. The work set out to challenge
predominant images of Ireland which tended to represent an
uncontested romanticized primordial landscape. Empty and
depopulated landscapes have been continually celebrated in Ireland
through landscape painting and populist tourist images. The
political reality hidden behind such representations is the forced
migration of huge numbers of people! A country of 4.5 million
people and a global Diaspora of more than 60 million people who
claim Irish ethnicity! [11]. This outward migration trend began to
reverse in the early 90s due to Ireland’s economic recovery, the so-
called ‘Celtic Tiger’ years [12] before the current economic crisis.
Ireland became a popular destination for both EU migrant workers
and non-EEA refugees and asylum seekers searching for a better life.
Can you imagine the impact of a largely homogenous society
suddenly becoming a country of 188 nationalities [13] in such a
short period of time! For me it was the most interesting and exciting
time to be in Ireland and of course to respond as an artist to what
was happening around me.
Susanne: Yes, I think in Ireland the connection between home and
family is very specific due to its history. I am amazed how much the
inward migration also forms a topic: Irish people returning home due to
the economic boom or the peace process in Northern Ireland. 
It is very interesting to read about your notion of home. Vilem Flusser
makes a distinction between ‘home and house/dwelling’, questioning our
culturally learned concept of homeland. He writes: ‘The so-called values
which we are about to abandon along with sedentariness - such as that of
property, the secondary rank of the woman, the division of labor,
homeland – then turn out to be not eternal values, but functions of a
specific life style’ [14].
Anthony: I adopted the title, ‘Home’, to provoke an emotive response
from the viewer, in fact several visitors to the exhibition objected to
the title, complaining that the work offended an (unidentified) notion
of home? In Irish culture any notion of home is inherently unstable,
writer Fintan O’Toole describes it as: ‘not so much the place you were
as the place you wanted to be, a place as much imagined as
remembered or experienced’ [15]. Politically, Ireland enshrines the
idea of the family and home within its Constitution. It makes
interesting reading, a rather outdated and gendered idea of home [16].
Susanne: A student of mine has been working on the connection
between memory and smell - the unconscious ties - as Flusser calls it.
In her Public Art Masters project she asked three questions: What does
home smell like? What is a clean smell? And what is the smell of Belfast?
In her research she came across the fact that people engage most when
it comes to the familiar. For example, the memory connection of smell
and home is often not a really pleasant but familiar one like a mixture of
dog hair, stale cigarette smoke and humid textiles... [17].
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11. Figures are unreliable but most
population statistics estimate that
more than 60 million people
worldwide claim Irish ethnicity.
An Irish Parliamentary debate on
the subject in 1988 illustrates the
scarcity of reliable data. 
Further information available from
www.historicaldebates.oireachtas.
ie/D/0378/D.0378.19880301005
1.html [accessed 17th July 10].
12. American investment banker,
Morgan Stanley, first described
the Irish economy as the ‘Celtic
Tiger’ in the early 1990s. O’Hearn,
D. (1998) ‘Inside the Celtic Tiger:
The Irish Economy and the Asian
Model’, Dublin: Pluto Press, p. 6
13. Central Statistics Office, Cenus
2006, ‘Non Irish Nationals Living
in Ireland’, Dublin: Stationery
Office, Dublin, Ireland.
14. Flusser, V. (2003) ‘Dwelling in
Exile’, in ‘Migration’, Cologne:
Walter Koenig, p. 14
15. O’Toole, F. (1997) ‘The Ex -
Isle of Erin: Images of a Global
Ireland’, Dublin: New Island
Books.
16. Constitution of Ireland –
Bunreacht na hÉireann Article 41,
1.1º - 2.2º, Dublin: Government
Publications Office.
17. S.R.I.L. (Smell 
Reminiscence & Inquiry Lab) 
by Jan Uprichard is an art project
which investigates the links
between smell and memory
association. Further information
available from
http://sril.wordpress.com/
[accessed 10th July 2010]
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Do you connect your sensation of home to a discourse, to a
geographical location, to smells or to all of the above?
Anthony: My sense of home is certainly connected to particular
smells. I really notice it when I have been away travelling for
extended periods of time. The relationship between memory and
smell is particularly interesting. Modernity is ocularcentric and we
rarely consider wider sensorial representations in art. This was
something I became interested in during my work in the former
Yugoslavia [18]. I was reading Paul Stoller’s book, ‘Sensuous
Scholarship’ [19] an ethnographic text that argued for wider sensorial
research methods to create embodied and ethical representations.
When I made the installation ‘Resolution’ in 2003 [20], I was
thinking about these ideas. The installation was situated inside an
industrial cold storage unit where butchers prepared meat carcasses.
The architecture of this space resembled a huge morgue in Tuzla,
Bosnia Herzegovina, where the Sisyphean task of recovering the
identities of 10,000 human remains found in mass graves was
continuing, following the genocide in Srebrenica in 1995 [21]. For
this installation I was able to control the temperature, sound and
lighting, which added to the ambient smell, invoked a strong somatic
experience for the spectator.
Relational or dialogical artworks can tend to be aimed at safe
audiences in galleries where the result is predictable, polite and
highly coded within the confines of the art world. How do you
generate resistance and potential transformative action?
Susanne: A good example for me is the work produced by WochenKlausur.
Their concept is to use the art context to create sustainable change. ‘Since
1993 and on invitation from different art institutions. They have
developed concrete proposals aimed at small, but nevertheless, effective
improvements to socio-political deficiencies. Proceeding even further and
invariably translating these proposals into action, artistic creativity is no
longer seen as a formal act but as an intervention into society’ [22].
I think their approach is successful because of a number of factors; it is
always a large, cross-disciplinary group working on a topic together
with locals. Their strategy is very much like a NGO, very closely
connected with local activists and always using the cultural network
and funding to make things happen.
Anthony: WochenKlausur’s work negotiates a fine line between an art
context and Realpolitik. Do you have a clear boundary for your own
work that maintains or insists on the object or - production of an object
or artefact?
Susanne: I do not have that boundary either, although I am not as
radical in my approach as WochenKlausur who solely work with one
method of art making. 
I also do not insist on the production of an artefact. It always depends
18. Between 1998-2005 the artist
produced a series of interrelated
art works collectively titled,
‘Disputed Territory’. 
This work has been published and
exhibited widely. Further
information is  available from
www.anthonyhaughey.com
[accessed 10th July 2010]
19. Stoller, P. (1997) ‘Sensuous
Scholarship’, Philadelphia:
University of Philadelphia Press. 
20. ‘Resolution’ (2003) was a 
site-specific installation in an
industrial Cold Storage Unit. The
work explored the cultural
significance of post-conflict
landscapes in the former
Yugoslavia. Documentation of this
project is available from 
www.anthonyhaughey.com
[accessed 10th July 10].
21.  In the summer of 1995, two
years after being designated a
United Nations Safe Area, the
Bosnian town of Srebrenica
became the scene of the worst
massacre in the Bosnian war.
More than 8000 Muslim men and
boys were systematically
murdered by Bosnian Serb forces.
22. Available from
www.wochenklausur.at/
index1.php?lang=en 
[accessed 10th July 2010]
on the context or nature of a situation or invitation. Nicolas Bourriaud
[23] suggested that the human relationships themselves become the art
piece and the centre of attention. I do think when an artist tries to work
on these difficult topics like human rights, dignity, prejudices; he/she is
in the core of human relationships. 
I am not surprised that film is often used as a medium as it creates a
narrated time-space [23a]. Public art pieces go one step beyond by
creating a relational time-space – while you are in it, part of it, you can
think and talk about it and move freely within the piece [23b].
Passing on skills I also see as a successful method, although that falls
more into the remit of creativity training. We did that in our two-year
project ‘Whose Voice is it Anyway?’ (2008) where we promoted inter-
cultural dialogue through a series of workshops and encouraged a shared
creative problem-solving approach towards the self-representation of
migrant constituencies using public media broadcast [24].
Anthony: I found the ‘Whose Voice is it Anyway?’ project we worked
on together interesting but also frustrating in many ways. It was a
very committed attempt to empower participants by initiating
training workshops to hand over the means of production to
generate self-representations. I am not convinced however that this
approach can make an effective intervention of challenging powerful
media discourses that continue to project negative perceptions of
transnational migration as a threat to the social order. Despite my
reservations, I think the process itself did generate confidence and
led to a life-changing decision for at least one of the participants. I
suppose what I am getting at here is that contemporary art
continues to undervalue this kind of work.    
Susanne: I have a different take on that having witnessed a rich multi-
cultural media landscape in Germany that grew out of 50 years of
migrant initiatives. They do challenge the mainstream media nowadays.
The factor that makes an impact here on the socio/political situation of
migrant groups is time and a long-term commitment. And the sheer
number of migrants in Germany are significant.
Anthony: What effect do you think your public artworks and
collaborations with migrant groups have on the socio/political
situation or lives of participants and the audience? 
Susanne: I think my migrant art works up to now raised awareness and
created small, local, new networks for people. In ‘Ourselves Alone’ [25]
eight everyday scenes from the streets of Belfast and Dublin were
rendered without the Other. At a time of growing restrictions on
international mobility, everything deemed not to be ‘indigenous’ in
these images had been cut out with striking precision, from people and
imported goods to businesses, neon signs and tree species, leaving
behind a visible void. 8 x 1000 posters with the cutouts were piled up
and the visitors were invited to take them home for free. 
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23. Bishop, C. (ed.) (2006)
‘Relational Aesthetics’ by Nicolas
Bourriaud, in ‘Participation’,
Documents of Contemporary Art’,
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
23a. For great examples see the
films by Belgian brothers Luc
Dardenne and Jean-Pierre
Dardenne.
23b. An example of Schlingensief:
‘Please love Austria – First Austrian
Coalition week’. Available at
www.schlingensief.com/projekt.ph
p?id=t033 [accessed 10th July
2010]
24. A full account of this 
project is available from
www.interfacebelfast.com/
projects.php?id=27 [accessed 10th
July 2010]
25. ‘Ourselves Alone’ (2009) was
commissioned by Project Arts
Centre for the exhibition, the
‘Prehistory of the Crisis (2)’.
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If you look at the Police Service of Northern Ireland advertisement
against racism and xenophobia, you see a car spray painted with graffiti
with the wording “GO HOME!” [26]. The commercial repeats (and
therefore doubles) the existing notion, it does not make an attempt to
show what would be missing if everyone would go home [27].
Often artists use a single biography; an individual story, to create an
understanding of the migrants realities. Does being singled out in the
group lead to isolation and further disempowerment? For example,
artist Joseph Maria Martin, was invited by the public art commissioning
body ‘Madrid Abierto’ 2010 [28], to produce a public art piece. He
created a potentially difficult situation for a Senegalese illegal migrant,
Bamba, who decided to let the artist into his reality and tell him all
about his situation in Spain. The project outcome led to success for him
(he became legalised as a result of the art project because of a one-year
employment by the artist), the art project created huge media attention
and a trip home, but it also created tensions and jealousy in his
Senegalese peer group and may exclude him in the long term [29]. That
is a huge consequence in a group of illegal migrants whose survival
codex is group consensus. Have you experienced that in your works?
How much does an individual story speak about the situation? Do you
see an effect of such kind of artwork and which one?
Anthony: I agree with your point regarding the dangers of one
migrant’s experience, or ‘the single biography’ being used to
represent a whole community of individual experiences. Pierre
Bourdieu calls this ‘delegation’ [30] a problematic relationship
between the community and its representative. In this example, a
migrant chosen from the group to represent all, or the artist acting on
behalf of the community, in both cases leading to further
disempowerment. Even collective action can result in reductive
ciphering of communities. Art Historian Miwon Kwon warns of the
dangers of asserting a collective identity of specific community groups
which can result in reaffirming the already marginalized status and
powerlessness of the group [31]. Despite the difficulties in this respect
I do believe that it is possible to carefully orchestrate a collective art
action which has the potential to become transformative, or resistant
to dominant and often oppressive discourses. 
In 2008 I made an intervention, ‘How to be a Model Citizen’ [32].
Situated in a politically contextualized space in Dublin, a
marginalised group of asylum seekers and refugees were able to take
control of a sensitive public situation with dignity and responsibility,
echoing Spivak’s assertion; to de-construct the narratives of the
hegemonic centre and insert the voice from the margins into the
discourse [33]. In this example the art object disappears, it is a
performance where the artwork is only experienced through direct
participation in a public space. Rancière describes this tension really
well as ‘critical art being able to ‘speak twice’’[34], a negotiation
26. The advertising image is
available from www.psni.police.uk/ 
[accessed 15th July 2010]
27. See ‘Romanian Newspaper
seller’ (2008), Art, Media and
Contested Space. Available from
www.interfacebelfast.com/
projects.php?id=46 
[accessed 10th July 2010]
28. Madrid Abierto 2010 was
dedicated to emerging art practices
that critically engage audiences
with the urban environment. 
Further information is available
from www.madridabierto.com
[accessed 10th July 2010]
29. A description of Joseph Maria
Martin’s contribution to Madrid
Abierto 2010, ‘A Digestive House
For Lavapiés’,  is available from
www.madridabierto.com/en/
artistical-interventions/2009/
josep-maria-martin.html 
[accessed 10th July 2010]
30. Bourdieu, P. (1991) ‘Political
Representation: Elements for a
Theory of the Political Field
Language and Symbolic Power’, ed.
John B. Thompson, Cambridge MA:
Harvard University Press, p. 215
31. Miwon Kwon in Kester, G.
(2004) ‘Conversation Pieces:
Community and Communication in
Modern Art’, Berkeley: University
of California Press.
32. A description and
documentation photographs of the
artist’s intervention,  ‘How to be a
Model Citizen’ is featured on
pages 33-39 of this publication.
33. Spivak, G. (1995) ‘The Spivak
Reader: Selected Works of Gayati
Chakravorty Spivak’, London:
Routledge.
between this non-art space, its inhabitants and visitors and the
imposition of an artwork and its ‘readability and unreadability’.  
Susanne: I have come to learn in Belfast why artists turned away from
the production of an artefact and towards performance [35]. Only the
temporary, time based artistic expression of the body in a dangerous
situation or site would feel as an adequate aesthetic reaction to the
reality of Belfast/Northern Ireland during ‘the troubles’. Work around
migrant realities might be most successful if the audience carries home
a strong physical or emotional experience by having become a
participant in one way or another. Pure cognitive understanding is not
enough, as we cannot understand what we do not know. The non-
cognitive art-part plays a key role.
In our joint piece ‘Progress II’ [36] the conversation, we brought eleven
migrants around a table to have a conversation. How do you evaluate
the prior online process of a conversation across the Irish border to the
final physical performance?
Anthony: For me this piece is initially a virtual relational work, a
conversation generated through a blogsite [37]. The international
border on the island of Ireland prevented us on many occasions from
bringing people together, much like the situation worldwide where
families and communities are separated indefinitely by borders and
walls. Several of our participants could not travel to Belfast, despite
the fact there is no physical border between the Republic of Ireland
and Northern Ireland to actually prevent free movement. The
psychological fear of becoming ‘criminalized’ by attempting this
journey was really apparent. In the end we realized we could only
generate a ‘legal’ physical performance by locating the work in Dublin,
because those who were ‘asylum seekers’ in the Republic of Ireland
could not move into the UK controlled part of the island.
For me the essence of this work evokes Derrida’s aporia of
‘hospitality’ [38]. It also creates ‘a public’, or ‘temporal community’
when it is viewed in a gallery, or other public space. As the audience
engages with this piece, they are looking over the shoulders of the
dinner table guests and they slowly begin to realize that the
conversation going on around the table implicates them as a host
community [39]. 
Perhaps your relationship to this piece is different because you were
also one of the dinner table guests?   
Susanne: Yes. My artistic and private journey from being interested in
the topic, making work about it, researching and being more of an
observer with empathy changed drastically over a period of two years
when I became a member of the migrant community in Ireland, in a bi-
national marriage. It is a challenging position because at times, I do not
have distance from my subject, the typical artist position of being the
outsider. On the other hand, I am now an outsider in a social setting and
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34. Rancière, J. (2004) ‘The
Politics of Aesthetics’, New York,
London: Continuum, p. 84
35. Bbeyond promotes
live/performance art, reflecting
societal contexts in N. Ireland and
internationally. Documentation of
performances is available from
www.bbeyondperformance.org
[accessed 15th July 2010]
36. Progress II, Production Still,
Dublin, © S.Bosch and A.Haughey,
2008. See pages 72-73 of this
publication.
37. The artists generated an 
online conversation for six weeks
prior to filming ‘Progress II’. 
The dialogues generated between
participants through the blogsite
were used to initiate an informal
script, available from
www.interfacefilming.
blogspot.com/2008/02/
whose-voice-is-it-anyway.html
[accessed 15th July 2010]
38. Derrida, J. and
Dufourmantelle, A. (2000) ‘Of
Hospitality’, Jacques Derrida and
Anne Dufourmantelle, trans Rachel
Bowlby. Stanford: Stanford
University Press.
39. ‘Progress II’, (2008) Dublin
City Council Civic Offices, Wood
Quay, Dublin 8. A description of
the project and dialogues from the
video are featured on pages 71-75
of this publication.
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I do see and feel the implications very clearly. Maybe this is what you
experienced as a child growing up in Liverpool? You and I both equally
participated in the blog with questions and answers. My current
situation made me take part in the dinner itself as participant. Our roles
shifted very clearly at this point: Kevin Duffy and you as the filmmaker
and the director, but also friends and professional colleagues and
partners took the lead here. I was involved in the planning, concept and
set-up and later became a participant in the film itself. This frame was
created by locals for the non-locals to feel secure enough to act…

15 PREHISTORY OF THE CRISIS (2)
Guest - Prehistory of the Crisis (2)
During the summer of 2009 Anthony Haughey invited people living or
visiting Dublin and Belfast to respond to urgent questions connected to
the ‘global crisis’. In particular, what are the cultural implications of the
crisis for Ireland’s migrant communities? 
Commissioned by Project Arts Centre for the exhibition, Prehistory of
the Crisis (2) (also exhibited in Belfast Exposed Gallery) ‘Guest’ was an
installation and participatory video produced in both gallery spaces
throughout the duration of the exhibition in Dublin and Belfast.
Participants were invited to play multiple roles; as set builders,
‘performers’ and film crew. Following filming in each gallery, the
subsequent footage was continually added to the installation space,
generating a ‘living archive’. The work invoked Brecht’s notion of the
‘Fourth Wall’, collapsing the space between the performance and the
audience. The living room installation was both a theatrical stage for
‘performing’ and filming, and a participatory exhibition space where the
audience was invited on to the ‘stage’ as guests, to engage with the
attitudes, positions and actions of the social actors screened on a
domestic television monitor. By accepting this open invitation the
audience became part of the performance, implicated in the
conversation and placed in a situation to consider their own
relationship to the Other.
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Dialogue: Guest - Prehistory of the Crisis (2)
The reason why a lot of people are leaving Nigeria to come and live in
Ireland, or any other part of Europe is not because they’re not wealthy
in their own country – they are very wealthy and they have what it takes
for any human to survive. But the problem is usually the insecurity of
life, because sometimes you are faced with a situation in your family
where your life is threatened, and like everybody knows you only have
one life to live. There’s no duplicate and once you’ve lost your life you’ve
lost it, so the best option for you if you want to sustain your life is to
move away to a place where it is a bit safer and that’s why most
Nigerians have reason to move away from where they originally come
from, just to have a better life and a longer life.
Somebody said to me years ago we are really the only white post-
colonial nation. I don’t think we ever got to grips with that. We went
from being colonized by the English to being colonized by the priests
and bad government.
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Within the context of Ireland having exported, and having pride of fifty
million people living all over the world, I did expect, and I am very
disappointed in some respects, I expected that there would be a
welcoming into this country of other people who could benefit from
what this country has to offer […] My identity of Irishness would have
been very much imbued with the Catholic and Christian identity. It
would have been the welcome, céad míle fáilte, a 100,000 welcomes,
everybody’s welcome in. I remember when I was growing up, the key
was always in the door in our house, and we lived on a main street. I
was proud of that… we would never refuse anyone, but how things have
gone now, that’s the bit that resonates more with me, more than
anything else, rather than accents or culture, or cultural idiosyncrasies
or colour, it’s the idea that once we got a bit wealthy and once we knew
the power of money or what it was to have money we became very
careful about protecting it. I don’t think the issue has been about
fearing another culture.
I’m accultured to the point that when somebody asked me during
Christmas, “are you going back home?”, I answered, “I live just around
the corner, I just live nearby in Dublin 4”. So it’s a really strange
question, I think people especially nationals see the notion of
immigration as something really distant, that people come here from
different countries can’t really benefit, they still miss where they came
from. But Poland is not so far away, its only three hours flight. The
cultural difference is not so big. As long as you can fully benefit and
communicate with other people and can fully express yourself, what you
wanna do and what you are interested in, I would say any place in
Europe could be your home.
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Ourselves Alone - Prehistory of the Crisis (2)
‘Sinn Féin’, ‘Ourselves Alone’, or ‘We Ourselves’ refers historically to
Ireland being an occupied and colonised country for centuries.
‘Ireland is not like other European countries. It is, historically, a
colonised country not a coloniser, some would say Northern Ireland still
is a colony… Its troubled history left its legacy of a minority question’[1].
The issues of, who belongs to the nation, the modes of belonging, within
those borders - or even, who constitutes a minority - have all been
intensely fought over. 
‘Ourselves Alone’ is a term that nowadays might represent the idea to be
able to take care of the existing community. It appears to be the
conclusion of how to handle an economic crisis situation. The term also
includes the idea of sending people (foreign-national community
members) back home to their place of origin. The concept seems to
imply an inability to support the Other any longer [2].
(Y)ourselves Alone?
In the 8 posters and one billboard, Susanne Bosch has taken away
objects and individuals that clearly have no origin in Ireland. Working
with the idea of a wish, ‘to be in a nation of one’s own’, she removed
‘foreign objects’, all that is not local. This included foreign made cars,
non indigenous plants, people, Jesus, non local businesses, foreign
foods and services ...
If one removed everything that is not indigenous to a specific nation, for
example, 70% of the material used for construction is imported, fuel for
locally produced cars is imported, the street furniture is not produced in
Ireland, vast quantities of food is imported - not much at all would
remain. Would (Y)’ourselves Alone’ function successfully in a global
world, isolated on an island?
What would remain that is actually local? Darwin suggested that
survival via cooperation and collaboration might be more appropriate in
today’s world than the survival of the fittest.
1. Miller, D. (1998), ‘Rethinking Northern Ireland: culture, ideology and colonialism’, Essex:
Longman, Harlow, pp. 253-274
2. Available from  www.citizensinformation.ie/categories/employment/migrant-workers/
employmentpermits/work_permits [accessed 10th October 2010].
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Work Migration: Top Trumps Game
The Work Migration Top Trumps Game was developed in collaboration
with Norbert Heins and Dragan Miloshevski. On 17th September 2006, it
was played with passers-by in Dublin, in Gill’s Pub on the North Circular
Road, Connolly Train Station and in St. Stephen’s Green.
The game follows the same basic rules applied to all Top Trumps card
games, by comparing thematic statistics. Depending on the agreement
of the players, the highest or lowest numbers win. The Top Trumps Game
introduces statistical facts and possible reasons for emigration to
Ireland. Example statistics include poverty, unemployment and huge
population movements.
This intervention was part of Out of Site, a series of live art events and
actions that provides a platform for artists to create innovative new
performative work in public spaces. Out of Site presents the possibility
to re-experience urban Dublin through a series of live art performances
in public spaces throughout the city. In 2006 Out of Site presented 16
performances over 16 days as part of the Dublin Fringe Festival.
29 WORK MIGRATION: TOP TRUMPS GAME
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How to be a Model Citizen
How to be a Model Citizen was the culmination of a three year
partnership between Anthony Haughey and the Global Migration
Research Network—a group of diverse individuals who came to live in
Ireland (north and south) during the recent economic boom. 
Exploring often contentious issues relating to citizenship and
contested spaces, the group has worked collectively and individually
with the artist over the last three years in Malta, North Africa, and
Ireland. Together they have produced a number of dialogical art and
media projects: installations, exhibitions, video works, television
broadcasts and intercultural public discussions. 
Setting up a temporary space within the Atrium of Dublin City Council
Civic Offices, the Global Migration Research Network invited visitors to
test their knowledge of citizenship by posing a series of questions in
relation to democratic institutions and civic society in Ireland. 
‘Citizenship tests’ have been increasingly adopted by migrant receiving
countries such as Australia, the US and the UK. In 2008 the Minister of
Justice announced that Ireland would adopt a similar test for migrants
to prove their language skills and knowledge of ‘national culture’
before being allowed permanent residency.
More than one hundred Irish citizens participated in this intervention
and sat the ‘citizenship test’. The questions posed were carefully
designed to immerse participants into temporarily inhabiting the space
of a disempowered migrant. All were subjected to the ‘abjection’ of the
waiting room, and all failed the test. But later engaged directly in
conversation with individuals from the Global Migration Research
Network; all in various stages of negotiating citizenship. This face to
face dialogical encounter created a dilemma, described by Kristeva as
‘not simply… a matter of our being able to accept the other, but of
being in his place, and this means to imagine and make oneself other
for oneself’, [1]
1. Kristeva, J. (1993) ‘Ethics Politics and Difference’, in Julia Kristeva’s Writings, New York:
Routledge, p.38
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1. How many citizens worldwide claim Irish ethnicity?
a) 9 million 
b) 14 million 
c) 26 million 
d) 70 million 
2. What percentage of the Irish population are foreign nationals?
a) 10% 
b) 8% 
c) 14% 
d) 17% 
3. How long does it take for a migrant to become a citizen in Ireland?
a) 3 years 
b) 5 years 
c) 8 years 
d) At the discretion of the Minister of Justice 
4. What is the largest ethnic minority in Ireland?
a) Polish 
b) Nigerian 
c) Traveller 
d) Chinese 
5. What is the Dublin ll Treaty?
a) An EU agreement on immigration control 
b) A concession to Irish citizens to enable ratification of the Lisbon Treaty 
c) Annual EU summit in Dublin 
d) Agreement on the number of migrants allowed to live in Ireland 
6. How many different nationalities are represented in Ireland?
a) 48 
b) 56 
c) 72 
d)188 
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7. How many Irish passport holders are living in other countries?
a) 256,000 
b) 897,000 
c) 3 million 
d) 7.2 million 
8. In 2004 what percentage of Irish citizens voted yes to ending the automatic right to
citizenship for people born in Ireland, contained within Article 9 of the Constitution?
a) 58.3% 
b) 66.1% 
c) 73.8% 
d) 79.8% 
9. Approximately how many people live in the countries of the European Union?
a) 490 million 
b) 370 million 
c) 295 million 
d) 150 million 
10. What does the European Frontex Agency do?
a) Recruit migrants for cheap labour 
b) Prevent terrorism in Europe 
c) Patrol European borders to prevent illegal migration 
d) Monitor human rights violations 
11. What special rights do citizens of EU states have?
a) Freedom from arrest while traveling in other member states 
b) The right to travel to any EU country as long as they have a valid passport         
c) The right to claim state benefits while living in other member states 
d) The right to citizenship of all EU member states 
12. What percentage of migrants living in Ireland are seeking asylum?
a) 7% 
b) 10% 
c) 32% 
d) 54% 
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Verwunderlich, dass ihr euch wundert – 
aber wir tun es auch - Berlin/Istanbul *
This audio-visual installation presented a number of transcribed
excerpts of migration biographies. The work was installed in a Turkish
café in the centre of Berlin - Kreuzberg, the heart of the largest Turkish
diasporic community in the world.
Every migratory movement starts with an aspiration and expectation of
positive change to the current situation, but none of these migratory
experiences are predictable or controllable. The selected migration
biographies reflect the problematic experiences of a migratory
movement. It reveals the consequences on individual’s lives, for
example, refused asylum statuses, deportation, torture and detainment,
broken families, generational and gender conflicts. This dialogical
installation invited citizens and visitors to explore the everyday realities
and complexities faced by the Turkish and Kurdish communities.
* Title translation: ‘Strange that you wonder, but we do as well’ - Berlin/Istanbul 
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51 SUBJECTS THAT DON’T COUNT. PLACES THAT ARE NOT IMPORTANT
Themen, die nicht zählen, 
Orte, die nicht wichtig sind.*
This installation is generated from excerpts taken from the artist’s
extensive archive of ordinary life and everyday observations . The piece
is a multi-media installation consisting of 18 sound tracks, 175 films, and
986 images originating from the Balkans, Germany, Turkey, Thailand,
Burma and Ireland. 
The artist understands each geographical location as conditioned by
history; material qualities, movements, activities and narratives. What
happens on a daily basis in a particular place is the key observation for
her archive of everyday life. Wherever travelling she observes life in that
specific locus of activity. 99.9% of our lifetime seems to be filled with
trivial memories, we forget them. They often appear to be banal, ugly, or
boring. We prefer to emphasize the exciting details. We speak about the
special dinner, the fortunate incident, or bad luck we had. Since 2003,
the artist has been observing migratory cultures. What happens between
leaving and arriving, the normality of an individual life – a life lived in a
new space?
* Title translation: Subjects that don’t count. Places that are not important.
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59 PROSPECT
Prospect
This multi-sited video installation explores migrant journeys from sub-
Saharan Africa to Europe. Nearly 6,000 immigrants have died on the
frontiers of Europe since 1988. Among them 1,883 have been lost at sea
in the Sicilian Channel between Libya, Tunisia, Malta and Italy. Migrants
pay unscrupulous smugglers 1,500-2000 Euros to travel from North
Africa. The journey can take more than five days in dangerously
overloaded wooden fishing boats inadequate for the task. 
Prospect is a metaphoric journey filmed in the Sahara Desert and the
Mediterranean Sea off the coast of Malta, and the in-between spaces of a
harbour and a former school; a refugee centre in Malta, where Hakim and
Sadik have found temporary refuge, after being rescued from the sea by
the Maltese Navy. The third narrator Warsame has been more fortunate
and has managed to leave the island and continue his journey to Dublin,
where he lives in a small room on the North Circular Road.
Warsame and Hakim narrate their perilous journeys from Somalia and
North Africa to Europe. This first-hand account is a powerful testimony
of forced migration across some of the most inhospitable terrain in the
world. 
The vantage point of the camera places the viewer in the position of
sub-Saharan migrants travelling through endless miles of shifting sands
and floating on turbulent waves in the sea. 
The anonymous and threatening force of nature, a landscape of endless
sand dunes and rolling seas is juxtaposed with the intimate lives and
temporal homes of the three migrants. Warsame’s narration is an
articulate and critical reflection of both his personal journey and the
predicament of similar people caught in the stasis of European
migration policy. 
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Dialogue: Prospect
Hakim 
So what are we supposed to do? We try to manage with life, you know,
to see whether we can have a place, like you know. If you are even poor,
it is better to be a hungry free man than being an appointed slave.
Yeah, so in this case we find out we are no longer free men we were
rather appointed slaves, so we have to look ahead in life, cos we hope
that one day it may be better. 
Imagine, I didn’t know how to drive a boat but because I was desperate
to travel, you know, I claim to be a captain. Imagine thirty people’s
lives in my own hands, why? I didn’t know how to drive the boat. It
wasn’t easy, see for someone to become like an immigrant, or
something, trying to leave his own country to go to another man’s
country, it isn’t a day’s task it’s a big task. So you have to come across a
lot of hardship, a lot of difficulties, even trying to battle with death. So
in this case, if a fellow just tried to reach a place or a land, I think that
very people have to be really welcomed because he suffered a lot. 
(Laughs) I left Libya by boat, you know, it wasn’t all that easy, we left
around dawn time about three o’clock in the midnight. Then we left
with the contact, you know, with little pieces of bread, with water. We
thought maybe from Libya to Europe is just close because if you look at
it on the map, it looks like maybe we do some two hours or three hours,
you’d be there. About one hour after we started our journey it was
when we realised it was so far, and at that time we regret it, we could
not go back, or we could not go forward. Because from Libya to here
[Malta] at least you have to get about five hundred litres of petrol but
we thought this was so short so we took just two hundred litres of
petrol, so in the middle of the sea it was were our petrol got finished.
Imagine you are hanging on the sea, not knowing how to swim. There
you are in a boat, there you are (laughs), you don’t know where you are
going, your driver or your captain now is just the waves of the sea. The
waves will blow you left, and blow you right and blow you wherever it
feels like, so in the end if you come out alive, who did it? I think it’s
god, you know. 
And the boat, everybody on the boat is afraid, imagine people
travelling with bigger ships across the sea, then you not being lucky - to
travel in a canoe, this is just a little small fishing boat. Then you have to
travel some kilometers, which you don’t even know across the sea, so
everybody’s heart is panicking, people are afraid, you know, people are
praying, some are shouting, some are crying, some are regreting it,
even me I regret it when I was in the middle of the sea. But I didn’t
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know that was how it was, but you know, it’s not easy, it’s not easy to
travel the way I travelled. We didn’t know where we were going and we
thought if you were [travelling] from, you know, Libya, the first place
you see is Italy. When we started the journey we were aiming to go to
Naples or Sicily, but at the end we realised that the people who came
and save us were from Malta and you know, they came, they took us,
gave us medication and then after they took us to prison, they
imprisoned us for a year! Imagine! I didn’t know what I did, you know, I
thought before someone could be put in a cage or something that very
person would have to be criminal ...
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Progress II
In January 2008 artists Susanne Bosch and Anthony Haughey, together
with filmmaker Kevin Duffy, invited eleven individuals to participate in the
production of a dialogical video. Most of the group had recently migrated
to Ireland (north and south) from countries including, Brazil, Nigeria,
Somalia, Poland and the Czech Republic. The project generated a series of
intersubjective encounters between the participants throughout the
production process and later, between the participants and audience when
the video was presented in various public contexts. The first stage of this
project was to create a dialogue between the participants. This was
achieved by generating a blogsite and inviting each member of the group
to respond to a series of questions relating to the experience of being a
newcomer living on the island of Ireland. 
The questions and discursive exchanges can be read by visiting the
blogsite. This virtual conversation, an everyday encounter in social
networking sites, supported each participant towards generating a
personal narrative which was later used to inform and generate a
‘conversation’ performed in a communal setting, around a dinner table
where the performance was documented using digital video.
The intersubjective process continues when the audience engages with
the video. Watching the video viewers can observe and listen to the dinner
table conversation. The camera moves continually around the table. The
constant movement creates a spatio-temporal frame referencing the
transient position of the participants as guests in the host country. The
individual dialogues explore the in-between space and transcultural
connections between ‘home’ and the host country. There is talk of loss,
misunderstandings and confusion between cultures, the reality of
everyday lived experience for migrants in their adopted country. Some of
the stories are humorous and some are tragic, describing the will to
survive in the most dangerous and urgent of times. The conversation
recalls Saskia Sassen’s notion of ‘informal citizenship’, all of the guests are
clearly immersed within the host country with their network of family,
friends and associates. Yet for most they still live in a state of limbo.
‘Home’ has lost its meaning as a fixed and knowable entity. 
The audience is also the subject of discussion and therefore implicated
within the conversation, an ‘imagined community’ invited to participate
and reflect upon their own position as host country citizens in relation
to the dreams and anxieties of the migrant dinner table guests. This
piece evokes Derrida’s notion of ‘hospitality’. In order to be hospitable
the receiving community must be altruistic and open to the
impossibility of ‘tout autre’ - the aporia of ‘hospitality’. 
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Dialogue: Progress II 
Lauretta How long do you intend being here? Are you enjoying living in Ireland?
Sometimes - depending on who is asking these questions - you tend to
get the vibe that you are not really welcome. That’s how you’d interpret
it as an African because of difference in culture and ethics. In Nigeria,
you’d normally welcome a person and say “I hope you are OK? Are you
enjoying yourself?” All in all we just make jokes about it, among us
Africans. Our children don’t seem to have much interest in wanting to
move from one country to the other, they are already settled here, they
are enjoying themselves. 
Raul  There is a positive side in this misunderstanding in language. I think you
have to go through the superficial boundaries of the word and establish
relationships. I have developed really strong friendships here in Ireland
with people that were willing to go over this superficial level of the words
and establish those relationships. 
Irina I’m from Poland and I had English lessons in school. I thought that it
will be enough to come over here and speak with people and do things.
But when I came over here, I completely didn’t know what they were
saying. I live in Northern Ireland and for me the accent here was really
something strange. After a few months I was on the phone with my
English friend from London, he told me that it’s really strange to talk
with me because I have a Polish-Irish accent now.
Aska Most of the Polish people I know here are treating this place as our
punishment. For most of them it is hard because they miss family and
friends and they moved to a culturally different society. But on the other
hand they had a choice. I don’t know any person who had a knife on her
neck.
Warsami The way that we were travelling was just like suicide. When you just
look back you see the situation that you were in. When you are
desperate in life, you’d do everything. 
Raul You realize that things are not forever, nothing is always there and I think
you have this job to always re-build and re-establish your home. The
Palestinian poet Mourid Barghouti was describing some of his friends; they
were refugees, they are twenty years outside of home and they don’t buy
furniture, they don’t buy anything because they don’t want to establish any
kind of relationship with the place because they have this idea that they
are going to go back home. That’s something that I am processing now and
I’m trying to be at home wherever I am. 
Niamh I was brought up to speak Irish and English. I am based in Thailand
working on the border area with Burma, working with Burmese people
who have been forced out of their home country. I can see how lucky I am
to have been born in a country where I am able to move about and travel,
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because I have a passport. I have access to basic health care. I could see
in the camp people who represent victims and victimhood. By that I
mean people that had lost the will to try to change or improve their
situation. People who were constantly feeling quite unwell. I also saw
people at the other end of the spectrum, who had quite a lot of foresight
and vision and who really wanted to change things step by step. 
Lauretta My Irish born child is going to be five in June and he’s already integrated
into the system. In one tone he’s speaking to the neighbour’s boy with an
Irish accent and then he is speaking to me with a Nigerian accent. He is
very comfortable and I don’t have any problem with that. He knows that
Nigeria does exist by watching television and when I’m putting on my
African outfit, he knows that this is Nigerian. 
Raul When I came back to Ireland, I realized that I have to make where I live
my home and that’s what I tried to do. The philosopher Martin
Heidegger says that the language is your home. And being in another
language, being in English with my accent, I am a different person. So
sometimes it is difficult not to be able to speak English as a native
person. Locals sometimes like to undermine you because you are not
able to say some words and then people don’t understand you. It’s kind
of frustrating but I think there is a political game there.
Warsami She left from Somalia, going to the Arabic Gulf and passing through
different Asian countries. She was nineteen years old, pregnant and alone.
That lady got a baby when she reached Turkey. The cost of her travel
doubled when she got a baby. She had to pay more, 8000 US dollars to
pass from Turkey to Greece. And when she reached the shoreline they
dropped her in the sea and she had to hold her baby on her head to swim.
Finally she ended up in Greece. 
Irina I have a few things here to do. I have a job which I really like. I don’t
know what I will do next year or in the next three years. I know that my
family will always be there and I can always go back. 
Susanne Now that I live in another country with my partner I know what it means
when politics have an impact in your life. We basically came to Ireland
because we had this idea to create a situation of equality between both of
us. But it seems that we are not able to achieve that. 
Lauretta I do a kind of job that I don’t think is what I want to do but my
qualification from my home country is not easily accepted. It slows you
down from acquiring what you want to acquire. I have a university
degree as an educationalist and there’s no way I can just go into
teaching or administration and education. I have to take some training
back here and get into the system and this takes years before I do all
that. I have to think of survival and I have to bridge the gap of thinking
about my older children getting into university here in Ireland.
Niamh Marrying someone who has no passport and has no access to a passport. It
really puts into perspective bureaucracy and paperwork. And the
challenges that people face in illegal migrant communities. 
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Between
Mosney Reception Centre is a former Butlins holiday camp located 30
miles from Dublin in County Meath. It opened in 1948 and was a
popular holiday destination for thousands of Irish and UK visitors every
year. In 1982 Butlins sold the camp, its name was changed to Mosney
Holiday Centre and it continued operating under Irish management. In
2000 it was contracted to the Department of Justice and Immigration to
house more than 700 ‘asylum seekers’. The residents currently living in
Mosney reflect a continually changing demographic consisting of
individuals and families who have been forced to migrate from their
homes in the most urgent of times. There are more than 50 nationalities
represented in Mosney; a microcosm of global instability. Many of the
residents’ countries of origin are in breach of human rights, or
economically inequitable and regularly attract international media
attention, bearing testament to why people leave their homes in search
of a better life.
Anthony Haughey worked in Mosney between 2004-2008. During this
period he engaged with the residents and produced a significant body
of work consisting of hundreds of hours of video footage, photographs
and several art interventions, including Postcards from Mosney (2006).
The rationale for this long-term residency was to engage in a series of
participatory projects with the residents to challenge unbalanced and
inaccurate media representations and to explore the exciting diversity
of new cultures emerging during one of the most significant
demographic and cultural changes ever experienced in Ireland. 
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Between: Excerpts From an Asylum Archive
Excerpt From an Asylum Archive # 07
Duration: 07 mins 41 secs
Description: A Nigerian female resident dressed in traditional Igbo
costume is standing in a sparsely furnished kitchen, behind her is a
small window draped with floral curtains. The sound of heavy rain
can be heard outside and children playing in the background. The
female respondent gestures towards the viewer with her hands as
she speaks:
Everyone of us has our different stories, you find yourself in a society
where you have traditional beliefs, you have customs and these
customs, it doesent rhyme with you know, your own set belief’s. If you
are a Christian and somebody is telling you that you have to go through
a ritual, and you see your relations dying because of you know,
tradition, obviously you will not be yourself, you will start looking for
safety. Like in my case I happened to get married in a village where they
have a secret cult. They operate in secrecy, you don’t even know who is
involved, all of a sudden something crops up, all of a sudden your father
in law is dead, why? Because he had a row with these people and they
decided to attack him. Eventually all the children are to be involved in
whatever rituals to put a stop the sudden death of somebody. What do
you do? You runaway from where you are. As a Christian you ask God to
protect you and eventually you have to look for safety.
Excerpt From an Asylum Archive # 19
Duration: 12 mins 09 secs
Description: A female resident from Zimbabwe wearing a white
blouse and dark skirt is standing outside a row of brightly coloured
holiday chalet’s. It is a grey overcast day, a sea breeze from the east
distorts the sound picked up by the microphone. Several residents
walk past as the woman speaks to camera: 
There is no freedom here, you can’t go to college, you cannot work, a lot
of things you are not allowed to be doing, so in that way you find
yourself in a prison, like an open prison where you are allowed to go
out. You are given times to come in and times to go out, its not easy the
five years has been very difficult. I am just staying at home doing
nothing, you can imagine the trauma, its kind of mental torture, so its
difficult in that way. I can’t move forward and I cannot go back, I am
trapped in a situation and there’s nothing I can do with it. It is better for
the government to make a decision, there’s no point in saying we can’t
deport a person, “the best we can do is keep them in places like
Mosney”. If that is the case then there is a reason why you cannot
deport a person, therefore this person should be declared a refugee. Its
best to deport them rather than keep them, whatever way you look at it,
its best to do it as quick as possible and finish with the cases.
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Excerpt From an Asylum Archive # 03
Duration: 14 mins 39 secs
Description: A Nigerian female resident dressed in a red sweater and
trousers is standing in a sparsely furnished kitchen, behind her is a
small window draped with floral curtains. From the window the sound
of seagulls and a passing train on the Dublin to Belfast railway line
can be heard. The female respondent is confident and articulate as
she addresses an imagined viewer beyond the camera lens: 
There is a big problem back home and that is why people are leaving
Nigeria in such large numbers, if you look around you will realise that
most of the Nigerian people in Ireland are educated. They are not
hungry people, they are well established back home, but the political
arena there is too hot to handle, you are better off being alive than dead,
your voice can only be heard if you are alive, so, for you to remain alive
you have to leave that volatile environment so that you can express
certain things that are happening.
Excerpt From an Asylum Archive # 37
Duration: 19 mins 01 sec
Description: A female Nigerian resident wearing a heavy black
winter coat is sitting on a table inside the International Call Centre.
It is a cold Spring morning, sunlight is streaming in through a large
window illuminating the telephone booths. The sound of seagulls
can be heard outside. Inside, the voices of a Ukranian woman and
Iraqi man can be heard speaking to their families by telephone.
Children are playing outside and occasionally run in and out of the
call centre as the narrator describes the significance of this space for
the residents of Mosney: 
Its in this same room where all Mosney residents communicate with the
outside world. Where they experience a lot of emotions, sometimes it
could be good news, sometimes it could be bad news and each
individual tends to express whatever news they have received in
different manners, some tend to express bad news in an explosive
manner, where you could hear them banging on the doors and hitting
the telephone boxes, flinging off the equipment, especially if there is
news of a bereavement from their home country. You could have
somebody hearing that a parent or a child has died, or maybe a sibling
or a spouse and the reaction is usually very devastating. Sometimes it
could be good news that you have been granted leave to remain in the
country or you have been granted refugee status and they tend to
jubilate at such information, so you can once in a while hear someone
run out of this room, to express their joy for being rewarded for one
reason or the other.
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Whose Voice is it Anyway?
In January 2007 Susanne Bosch and Anthony Haughey invited a group
of migrants living in Northern Ireland to join an experimental
participatory art project, Whose Voice is it Anyway? The project was
devised within the context of a significant demographic shift in Ireland
north and south. From the mid 90s onwards migrants arrived in both
jurisdictions attracted by unprecedented economic growth, an
expanding EU and the emerging peace process. Despite the continuing
reconciliatory dialogue between the opposing sides of the Northern
Ireland conflict, Northern Ireland has been cited as one of the most
racist states in Europe. This new emerging multicultural society
comprising of returning émigrés, migrant workers and refugees from all
over the world has been an exciting period in Ireland’s history.
However, the arrival of these migrants has also led to racial tensions
between established communities and the newcomers.
Media and television programming reflecting popular culture plays a
huge role in influencing public opinion in relation to how ethnically
diverse migrants are represented. With little or no access to public
broadcasting and print media distribution, opportunities for self-
representation are severely limited, transnational migrants are
marginalized and effectively silenced. Moreover they are often
subjected to inaccurate and hostile reporting. The impetus for this
project was to explore the potential of handing over the means of
production to this marginalised group.
When the project started there were twenty ‘committed’ participants
from fifteen different countries. The whole group met regularly to learn
all aspects of digital video production. Digital video has emerged as an
inexpensive, effective and enabling format for recording and revealing
the social and cultural implications of displacement and separation.
Access and participation to media production and digital technology
training, decision making, editing, presentation and public dissemination
of self-representations, can ameliorate the tendency of marginalized
groups to be viewed as one-dimensional victims, instead, becoming
agents for positive affirmative representations expressing confidence
through the production of transcultural films and public presentations. 
Following a series of workshops several participants went on to write,
direct and edit their own productions. During the summer of 2008 all of
the films were broadcasted via the NVTV channel, webcast and other
public fora. Following this project a number of participants used the
experience to work within related fields.
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Dialogue: Cookin’ Cultures
Cookin’ Cultures was a series of ‘television programmes’, a parody of
daytime television based upon a seemingly endless appetite for food
entertainment. For each programme in the series a recipe was chosen by
one of the migrant participants, a typical national dish to evoke ideas of
home, nationhood, belonging and identity. The dialogue moves between
preparing and performing each recipe and the complexities of migratory
culture.  
Cookin’ Cultures, Poland, duration: 24 mins 30 secs 
The sequence opens with the three performers looking towards the
camera. The male presenter welcomes the viewers in broken Polish, the
two young women respond with humorous encouragement. The three
are preparing Przepis na Bigos, a traditional Polish dish consisting of
forest mushrooms, bacon, Polish sausage, cabbage, prunes and herbs. 
Presenter Do you need to use oil?
Aska No, no, no because the bacon is fat.
Irka Fat, quite fat. 
Presenter Mmm, it smells very earthy, like mushrooms, huh? 
Irka Yeah.
Presenter Before you migrated from Poland did you have experience of other
countries or is this the first time that you left your own country?
Irka It’s the first time, the first where, when I’m living in one place for such a
long time.
Presenter What was happening in Poland, because all of a sudden you had so
many people migrating at the same time? I know it’s to do with EU
expansion but young people were leaving places like Krakow and
Katowice. Were they leaving to find work? 
Irka In my case?
Presenter Was it because the country was economically depressed?
Irka I think mentally depressed in my opinion. 
Presenter Really? 
Irka It was like, I was travelling a lot during my studies and when I was,
whenever I was coming back I feel like, that I’m not in the right place. So
the only thing keeping me in Poland was just my studies. So just after my
studies it was a very quick decision. 
Presenter So can you put your finger on why? What was the atmosphere that
made you think, “I don’t feel that this is a good place to live
anymore and it’s time to leave?”
Irka Hmm, I think it was the, just the history of our country, you know, it’s a bit
complicated, we were under pressure for years and you just feel this in, in
the air, you know, that people are stressed generally. 

Presenter I thought that, after Solidarnos´c´, that great political movement that
brought freedom to Poland…
Aska Solidarnos´c´.  
Presenter Yeah, isn’t that what I said?
Aska Yes, yes. 
Irka It’s very, very complicated and a long story, you know that. 
Presenter I know, but Poland became such an important country, really the
first country to step outside Communism - effectively bringing the
Cold War to an end by saying “Enough”, now we’re independent.
Irka For me it was very symbolic, you know, it was very, very symbolic. 
Presenter But did that movement change the atmosphere in Poland as a place
to live?
Irka Of course it’s change but you know it’s, but it’s years of occupation because
before Russians there were Germans, then before Germans there were
different others.
Presenter So are you saying it takes generations to recover?…
Irka It’s from generation to generation.
Presenter Ok, so it takes a number of generations before people really get over
occupation and start to think more clearly about where they want to
go? 
Irka I think our generation is like, in this historical moment when, when we will
change the mentality if we will come back.
Aska I’m not sure if it’s that true. 
Presenter But you can only do that by going back home, bringing new
experiences.
Irka Yeah.
Aska Yeah, I think.
Presenter So where, where are we with the food?
Aska Oh my god it’s just a few minutes, just like a few minutes.
Irka No, no, no, I would say that it is ready, really. 
Aska I don’t think so. But it will taste as good. Taste it please, please.  
Presenter And here we have a classic moment.
Aska I think it’s, I think it’s nearly done.
Irka I think that.
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Afterword
Ireland in 2008 was facing a curious situation. Property investment was
still growing, 100 percent mortgages were still being offered to single
income families, yet economic tremors forewarned the tremulous state
of the ‘Celtic Tiger’ boom. Overnight, the global economic crisis turned
Dublin’s thriving horizon line, crawling with industry, to a memorial
one, littered with cranes and scaffolding that bankrupt companies
couldn’t afford to take down, let alone finish the job. Although the scale
of the global crash was unpredictable to those of us working with art,
culture and society, the Irish economy was clearly not going to sustain
the growth that had fuelled the economy for the previous twenty years.
Ireland was on the verge of the economic downturn that had
characterised all European post-war economies – just many years later.
Ireland, like much of Western Europe, had populated the job market of
the boom with migrant labour. This asked the questions that formed the
subject of Anthony and Susanne’s exhibition at Project Arts Centre -
how would Ireland react to the forthcoming recession? Would we see
increasing nationalism and the beginnings of xenophobia as
unemployment rises in the next years? Just how welcoming are we?
Anthony and Susanne, both artists who have worked extensively in
relation to migrant situations and politics, were invited to participate in
the second part of a two-part exhibition about the possibility of this
imminent crisis. The Prehistory of the Crisis (1) [1] began with an
exhibition about other places, with other artists who were looking at
other migrant relationships. This was the launching pad for The
Prehistory of the Crisis (2), which was developed through the
commissioning of new work by Anthony and Susanne, as well as Daniel
Jewesbury and Sinead McCann. To call it a prehistory is also to ask of art
a particular voice – over the last five years we have seen waves of
exhibitions and research practices looking at the result of migrant
worker programmes across Europe during the last fifty years. What
happens after many years of co-habiting without cultural integration? In
Ireland, our ambition was slightly different – we wanted to join the
activists, journalists and few politicians who were trying to bring the
debate into the public domain before the crisis hit, and therefore while
the debate was still open (before policy was really set, public fever had
grown and public commentary became ossified). We wanted to make a
project in flux, which spoke into a changing society.
This publication is in my mind a pulling together of many of the threads
of interest, the friendships and commitments to migrant groups that
both artists have developed, as well as the powerful voice of art to
articulate the plurality of issues and concerns behind these complex
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situations. Anthony and Susanne both have unique and highly insightful
artistic practices and they have both impressed me deeply over the last
years with their genuine commitment, not just to the politics of
migrants’ rights, but to each of the individuals they work with, and who
we see in their artworks.
It is with great pleasure that Project Press publishes State, developed
and edited by Anthony Haughey and Susanne Bosch.
Tessa Giblin
Curator - Project Arts Centre, Dublin
September 2010
1. The Prehistory of the Crisis (1), Patrick Bernier (FR) & Olive Martin (FR), Jeanne Faust (DE) &
Jörn Zehe (DE), Aernout Mik (NL), Andrijana Stojkovic (RS), 24 Oct - 29 Nov 2008
Tessa Giblin (New Zealand, 1978) is Curator of Visual Arts at Project Arts Centre in Dublin, Ireland. Since
2006, she has realised a variety of exhibitions and projects including ‘Philip’, ‘Blackboxing’,
‘Nonknowledge’, exhibitions and ‘The Prehistory of the Crisis I and II’, and solo exhibitions with Sung Hwan
Kim, Aurélien Froment, Rosa Barba & David Maljkovic, Jeremiah Day & Simone Forti, Jesse Jones, Lonnie van
Brummelen & Siebren de Haan, Clodagh Emoe, Seamus Nolan and Clemens von Wedemeyer.
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Susanne Bosch moved in 2006 from Berlin to Belfast.
She has studied at the Academy of Fine Arts,
Nuremberg. She has exhibited both nationally and
internationally, most recently taking part in Madrid
Abierto 2009/2010, exhibition of the Berlin Senate
Scholars ‘Berlin/Istanbul 2009’, Kunstraum
Bethanien Berlin and BM Suma Contemporary Art
Center, Istanbul, the Prehistory of the Crisis (2),
curated by Tessa Gibbin and Mónica Núñez, Project
Art Centre Dublin and Belfast Exposed, Belfast
(2009), The Common Good: The Enterprise of Art,
PAN | palazzo arti napoli, Naples, Italy (2008).
She is the recipient of the Visiting Arts grant
supported by the Henry Moore Foundation, Arts
Council Northern Ireland, Scottish Arts Council and
British Council (2007) and the Self-arranged
Residency to Madrid supported by the Arts Council of
Northern Ireland (2009) as well as a Travel grant to
Mae Sot at the Thai Burmese Border, Thailand
(2008). She is currently a participating artist in the
EU project ‘art-based research/research-based art’ in
Israel/Palestine (2010/11); she received several
working, project and travel grants from the Berlin
Senate of Science, Research and Culture (2000,
2001, 2003).
She makes site-specific public art, context-based
interventions, installations, films, drawings, objects,
publications and collaborative projects. Her work is
usually based on long-term research questions such
as art and its potential for visions and change, the
role and potential of art in contested societies and
situations as well as migration. Since her residency
in Istanbul and participation in a four month training
course for Civil Conflict Transformation / Civil Peace
Service in 2004, she has been looking at the role of
the artist and the artwork as bridge maker and
shuttle between various constituencies involved in
site or situation.
Susanne is a researcher based in Interface: Centre
for Research in Art, Technologies and Design, strand:
Art in Contested Spaces and Course Director (jointly
with Dan Shipsides) of the MA Art in Public at the
University of Ulster in Belfast. 
www.susannebosch.de
www.interfacebelfast.com
Biographies
Anthony Haughey uses relational and dialogical
aesthetics to explore new identity formations,
citizenship, migration and contested spaces. His art
works have been exhibited and collected
internationally and his work is represented widely in
public and private collections. 
Recent work explores issues connected to citizenship,
migration and contested territories, including
Between, a four-year project working with asylum
seekers and refugees in Ireland and Europe. ‘How to
be a Model Citizen’, (December 2008) was a
participatory performance work with the Global
Migration Research Network – a diverse group of
asylum seekers and refugees who have worked with
the artist for more than four-years. Selected
exhibitions in the last two years include, ‘Encounter:
Dublin, Lisbon, Hong Kong and Seoul’ at the Korea
Foundation Cultural Center, Seoul, Korea, ‘Disputed
Territory’, ‘Novosibirsk International Photography
Festival’, Novosibirsk Museum, Siberia, and
‘Singapore International Photography Festival’.
‘Prehistory of the Crisis (2)’, Project Arts Centre,
Dublin and ‘Class of 73’’, an installation, at Gallerie
Arena, Les Rencontres d’Arles 09. A curated exhibition
and publication, ‘Fragments From a Broken World’ at
the National Photographic Archive, Dublin, and
‘Guest’, at Crawford Gallery, Cork. He was a guest
curator for Ireland’s inaugural Festival of Photography
- PhotoIreland in 2010 and is an editorial advisor for
‘Photographies’, a journal published by Routledge. A
chapter contribution, ‘Dislocations: Participatory
Media with Refugees in Ireland and Malta’ was
recently published in ‘New Media and Refugees:
Forms and Issues of Participation’, (2010, Berghahn). 
Anthony Haughey lives and works in Ireland. He is a
PhD supervisor at the Centre for Transcultural
Research and Media Practice, Dublin Institute of
Technology. He was Senior Research Fellow (2005-8)
at Interface: Centre for Research in Art, Technologies
and Design at the University of Ulster where he
recently completed a PhD. During his research
fellowship in Belfast he organised public discussion
forums around ‘Art and Contested Spaces’, and
curated public art projects, screening and events, as
well as numerous collaborative art and media
projects. 
www.anthonyhaughey.com
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Prehistory of the Crisis (2): Guest (Pages 15-21)
A participatory video installation at Project
Art Centre, Dublin and Belfast Exposed,
Belfast, 1 July - 15 August, 2009, curated by
Tessa Giblin and Mónica Núñez. 
Exhibited as part of a series of film screenings
by Irish and international artists, curated by
Dawn Williams at Crawford Art Gallery, 20
May - 19 June, 2010.
www.projectartscentre.ie
www.belfastexposed.org
www.anthonyhaughey.com
Prehistory of the Crisis (2)
- Ourselves Alone (Pages 22-27)
Poster series for ‘Prehistory of the Crisis (2)’,
Project Art Centre Dublin and Belfast Exposed,
Belfast, 1 July - 15 August 2009, curated by
Mónica Núñez and Tessa Giblin. 8 x 1000
posters with the cut-outs were piled up. The
visitors were invited to take them home for
free.
www.projectartscentre.ie
www.belfastexposed.org
www.projectartscentre.ie/archive/archive-va-
detail/587-artists-panel-discussion
www.susannebosch.de
Work Migration: Top Trumps Game (Pages 28-31)
Part of the Dublin Fringe Festival and Out of
Site. Locations: Gill’s Pub, Connolly Train
Station, Stephen’s Green. Game developed in
collaboration with Norbert Heins and Dragan
Miloshevski. 17 September 2006.
www.outofsite.info
www.susannebosch.de
How to be a Model Citizen (Pages 32-39)
A collaborative intervention with the Global
Migration Research Network in the Atrium,
Civic Offices, Dublin City Council, Wood Quay,
Dublin, 9 - 12 December, 2008. 
www.anthonyhaughey.com
Strange that you wonder 
- but we do as well (Pages 40-49)
Berlin-Istanbul, Group exhibition of the Berlin
Senate Scholarship grantees for Istanbul,
Kunstraum Kreuzberg Bethanien, Berlin,
curated by Stéphane Bauer, 
28 August - 4 October 2009.
Five biographical extracts from Turkish and
Kurdish migrants, an audio-visual installation,
Café Kotti, Berlin. 29 August - 4 October 2009.
Installed in harbour area of Galway for Tulca
2010  Festival of Visual Art, Galway,
November 6 - 21, 2010.
www.susannebosch.de
www.kunstraumkreuzberg.de
www.berlinistanbul2009.org
www.tulca.ie
Subjects that don’t count. 
Places that are not important. (Pages 50-57)
Multi-media installation with 18 sound tracks,
175 films and 986 images from the Balkans,
Germany, Turkey, Thailand, Burma and
Ireland.
Solo Show, Kunstverein Würzburg, Germany 
15 March-19 April 2009 (and)
‘In Istanbul Between Arrival And Departure’.
Exhibtion of Berlin Senate, Istanbul
Scholarship Artists, curated by Beral Madra.
BM Contemporary Art Center, Istanbul.
24 March - 14 April 2009.
www.susannebosch.de
Prospect (Pages 58-69)
Two channel video installation exploring
‘irregular migration’ from Sub-Saharan African
countries to Europe. First shown as part of
2MOVE: Ireland, Solstice Gallery, Navan,
Ireland and Belfast Exposed, Belfast, curated
by Mieke Bal and Miguel Hernandez-Navarro,
3 May - 3 June, 2008. 
Also a solo exhibition, New Video Works,
Gallery of Photography, Temple Bar, Dublin 2,
March/April 2009, and the International
Symposium for Electronic Arts 09, Interface:
Centre for Research in Art and Design.
University of Ulster. Belfast, 23 August - 1
September, 2009.
Single-channel video projection, installed in
harbour area of Galway for Tulca 2010
Festival of Visual Art, Galway, November 6 -
21, 2010.
www.anthonyhaughey.com
www.tulca.ie
Progress II (Pages 70-75)
A collaborative and relational video directed
by Anthony Haughey and Susanne Bosch with
filmmaker, Kevin Duffy, and eleven individuals
from countries including, Brazil, Nigeria,
Somalia, Poland and the Czech Republic. The
video has been presented in various public
contexts, including, New Video Works, Gallery
of Photography, Temple Bar, Dublin 2, March -
April, 2009 and part of, ‘How to be a Model
Citizen’, a collaborative performance/
intervention in the Atrium, Civic Offices,
Wood Quay, Dublin.
Also exhibited as an outdoor film screening on
4 June, 2010, Academy Street, Cathedral
Quarter, Belfast, as part of the ‘Inclusion
Festival’.
Installed in harbour area of Galway for 
Tulca 2010 Festival of Visual Art, Galway,
November 6 - 21, 2010.
www.anthonyhaughey.com
www.susannebosch.de
www.tulca.ie
Between (Pages 76-77 / 80-83)
A long-term unofficial artist residency in
Mosney Reception Centre (2004 - 2008). A
series of interventions, photographic works
and hundreds of hours of video footage. The
complexity and political sensitivities of this
work has resulted in carefully worked
strategies to protect the identities of
individuals who may fear political persecution
or recrimination in their respective countries.
For example, ‘Excerpts from the Asylum
Archive’ is a textual work based on
unpublished video testimonies. The overall
rationale is a critical response to one of the
most significant cultural changes ever
experienced in Ireland.
www.anthonyhaughey.com
Postcards from Mosney (Pages 78-79)
An intervention produced with the residents
of Mosney Reception Centre in County Meath.
This holding centre is a ‘temporary’ home to
800 asylum seekers from approximately 50
countries, waiting to receive news of their
asylum applications from the Department of
Justice and Immigration. Residents were
invited to write to the Minister of Justice on
the back of faded historical John Hinde
postcards. Each postcard depicted Mosney in
its former life as a holiday camp. The
postcards were mailed to Belfast Exposed
Gallery were they became part of the
‘Migrations’, exhibition, 16 June -25 August
2007 and later sent to the Minister of Justice
in Dublin for a response. ‘Migrations’ also
included a series of artist’s talks and public
discussions in relation to migrant rights.
www.belfastexposed.org
www.anthonyhaughey.com
Whose Voice is it Anyway? (Pages 84-89)
A two year project initiated by Susanne Bosch
and Anthony Haughey, designed to produce a
series of video productions directed by
migrants in Northern Ireland. 
The project involved facilitating a series of
professional training workshops, including,
media production skills, performance training
and scriptwriting. Participants used their
newly acquired skills to write, direct, shoot or
perform in video productions. Some of the
material was broadcast in a television series
for NVTV (Belfast) including three
programmes featured in this publication,
‘Cookin’ Cultures’.
Also exhibited as an outdoor film screening on 4
June, 2010, Academy Street, Cathedral Quarter,
Belfast, part of the ‘Inclusion Festival’.
www.anthonyhaughey.com
www.susannebosch.de
www.interfacebelfast.com
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